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Pastrix

2013-09-10

now a new york times bestselling author nadia bolz weber takes no prisoners as she
reclaims the term pastrix pronounced pas triks a term used by some christians who refuse
to recognize female pastors in her messy beautiful prayer and profanity laden narrative
about an unconventional life of faith heavily tattooed and loud mouthed nadia a former
stand up comic sure as hell didn t consider herself to be religious leader material until
the day she ended up leading a friend s funeral in a smoky downtown comedy club
surrounded by fellow alcoholics depressives and cynics she realized these were her people
maybe she was meant to be their pastor using life stories from living in a hopeful but
haggard commune of slackers and her unusual but undeniable spiritual calling to her
experiences pastoring people from all walks of life and poignant honesty nadia portrays
a woman who is both deeply faithful and deeply flawed giving hope to the rest of us
along the way wildly entertaining and deeply resonant this is the book for people who
hunger for a bit of hope that doesn t come from vapid consumerism for women who talk
too loud and guys who love chick flicks and for the gay person who loves jesus and won
t be shunned by the church in short this book is for every misfit suspicious of
institutionalized religion but who is still seeking transcendence and mystery

Cranky, Beautiful Faith

2013-11-12

former stand up comic and unlikely pastor nadia bolz weber blends sardonic irreverence
and brilliant theology as she relates her unusual journey of faith offering a fresh and
uncompromising look at the transformative power of grace this compassionate book
portrays both church and seekers as deeply flawed yet deeply faithful

The Cranky, Beautiful Faith of a Sinner and Saint

2022-01-31

nadia bolz weber weaves personal narrative hilarious rants and powerful spiritual
insight as she relates her unusual journey of faith offering a fresh and uncompromising
look at the transformative power of grace as one of today s most provocative
christian leaders she blends sardonic irreverence and brilliant theology to offer a
portrait of faith that is edgy outrageous and above all real smart mouthed and heavily
tattooed nadia bolz weber didn t consider herself religious leader material and didn t
expect to find her vocation leading a funeral in a smoky downtown comedy club but
surrounded by recovering alcoholics depressives and comedians she realized these were her
people and maybe she was meant to be their pastor bringing together the bracing and
beautiful this revised updated edition reminds us that we need the grace of a loving
forgiving god now more than ever please note this book is published under the title
pastrix in certain territories



Salvation on the Small Screen?

2008-09

a book for everyone whos ever flipped past the religious channel

Accidental Saints

2015-10-27

what if the annoying person you try to avoid is actually an accidental saint in your life
what if even in our failings holy moments are waiting to happen nadia bolz weber
demonstrates what happens when ordinary people meet to explore the christian faith their
faltering steps towards wholeness will ring true for believer and sceptic alike

Shameless

2019-01-29

new york times bestseller raw intimate and timely a no holds barred celebration of our
bodies that flies in the face of antiquated ideas about sex and gender a triumph glennon
doyle one of the most important life changing books i ve ever read rachel held evans
author of searching for sunday and inspired negative messages about sex come from all
corners of society from the church from the media from our own families as a result
countless people have suffered pain guilt and judgment in this instant bestseller nadia
bolz weber unleashes her critical eye and her vulnerable yet hopeful soul on the harmful
conversations about sex that have fed our shame bolz weber offers no simple amendments
or polite compromises instead this modern day reverend calls for an inclusivity that
empowers us to be loyal to people and perhaps most important ourselves christianity is
not a program for avoiding mistakes she writes it is a faith of the guilty with an
alternative understanding of scripture passages that have been weaponized against
christians for decades bolz weber reminds us that sexual flourishing can and should be
for all genders all bodies and all humans she shares stories poetry and scripture that
wage war on perpetual anxiety around sex by celebrating sexuality in all its forms and
recognizing it for the gift that it is if you ve been mistreated confused angered and or
wounded by shaming sexual messages this one is for you

The Invisible Girls

2013-04-16

twenty seven year old sarah the barge had it all a loving boyfriend an ivy league degree
and a successful career when her life was derailed by an unthinkable diagnosis aggressive
breast cancer after surviving the grueling treatments though just barely sarah moved to
portland oregon to start over there a chance encounter with an exhausted african
mother and her daughters transformed her life again a somali refugee whose husband had
left her hadhi was struggling to raise five young daughters half a world a way from her



war torn homeland alone in a strange country hadhi and the girls were on the brink of
starvation in their own home invisible to their neighbors and to the world as sarah
helped hadhi and the girls navigate american life her outreach to the family became a
source of courage and a lifeline for herself poignant at times shattering sarah the barge
s riveting memoir invites readers to engage in her story of finding connection love and
redemption in the most unexpected places

A Flexible Faith

2018-05-15

bonnie kristian shows that a vibrant diversity within christian orthodoxy which is simply
to say a range of different ways to faithfully follow jesus is a strength of our faith
not a weakness it is all too easy to fail to grasp the diversity of the christian faith
especially for those who have grown up in one branch of the church and never explored
another we fail to realize how many ways there are to follow jesus convinced that our
own tradition is the one christian alternative to nonbelief a flexible faith is written for
the convinced and confused believer alike it is a readable exploration of the lively
theological diversity that stretches back through church history and across the
spectrum of christianity today it is an easy introduction to how christians have
historically answered key questions about what it means to follow jesus chapters will
include 17 big theological questions and answers profiles of relevant figures in church
history discussion questions single page q as profiles of more unusual types of
christians e g a catholic nun or a member of an amish community and a guide to major
christian denominations today as bonnie shares her wrestlings with core issues such as
who jesus is what place the church has in our lives how to disagree yet remain within a
community and how to love the bible for what it actually is she teaches us how to
walk courageously through our own tough questions following jesus is big and it is
something that individual believers movements and denominations have expressed in
uncountably different ways over the centuries in the process of helping us sort things
out bonnie shows us how to be comfortable with diversity in the body and as we learn
to hold questions in one hand and answers in the other we will discover new depths of
faith that will remain secure even through the storms of life

The Rage Against God

2010-04-01

what if notorious atheist christopher hitchens bestselling author of god is not great
had a christian brother he does meet peter hitchens british journalist author and former
atheist as he tells his powerful story for the first time in the rage against god in the
rage against god hitchens details his personal story of how he left the faith and
dramatically returned like many of the old testament saints whose personal lives were
intertwined with the life of their nation so peter s story is also the story of modern
england and its spiritual decline the path to a secular utopia pursued by numerous
modern tyrants is truly paved with more violence than has been witnessed in any era in
history peter invites you to witness firsthand accounts of atheistic societies
specifically in communist russia where he lived in moscow during the collapse of the



soviet union peter brings his work as an international journalist to bear as he shows
that the twentieth century the world s bloodiest entailed nothing short of atheism s
own version of the crusades and the inquisition the rage against god asks and answers
the three failed arguments of atheism are conflicts fought in the name of religion really
just conflicts about religion is it possible to determine what is right and what is wrong
without god are atheist states not actually atheist join hitchens as he provides hope
for all believers whose friends or family members have left christianity or who are
enchanted by the arguments of the anti religious intellects of our age

Dear Church

2019-07-02

lenny duncan is the unlikeliest of pastors formerly incarcerated he is now a black
preacher in the whitest denomination in the united states the evangelical lutheran church
in america elca shifting demographics and shrinking congregations make all the headlines
but duncan sees something else at work drawing a direct line between the church s lack of
diversity and the church s lack of vitality the problems the elca faces are theological
not sociological but so are the answers part manifesto part confession and all love
letter dear church offers a bold new vision for the future of duncan s denomination and
the broader mainline christian community of faith dear church rejects the narrative of
church decline and calls everyone leaders and laity alike to the front lines of the
church�s renewal through racial equality and justice it is time for the church to rise up
dust itself off and take on forces of this world that act against god whiteness
misogyny nationalism homophobia and economic injustice duncan gives a blueprint for the
way forward and urges us to follow in the revolutionary path of jesus

Lutheran Questions, Lutheran Answers

2007-04-15

author is a preeminent lutheran historian and theologian unique question and answer
format ideal for group study

Fighting With Faith

2022-11-30

so you have cancer then there has never been a better time for you to be proactive about
what comes next this book will give you practical as well as spiritual advice on how
to do just that become proactive if you are still here there is a reason for that enflame
your faith throughout the pages of this book and get into the only mindset that truly
prevails against this beast of burden cancer every cancer journey is unique and as a
cancer patient myself i know this all too well this book is a tool meant to help you on
your journey and quite possibly a colossal reminder that the lord your god is with you
wherever you go take jesus s hand open this book and take a step in the right direction in
the right mindset 2



Ragged

2021-05-11

when we mistake spiritual disciplines for to dos time slots on our schedule or instagram
able moments we miss the benefits of christ s continual and constant work for us in
ragged gretchen ronnevik aims to reclaim spiritual disciplines as good gifts given by our
good father instead of heavy burdens of performance carried by the christian only when
we recognize our failures to maintain god s commands do we also realize the benefit of
our dependence on his promises gretchen uses this distinction on law and gospel presented
throughout scripture to guide readers through spiritual disciplines including prayer
meditation scripture reading and discipleship among others despite our best efforts the
good news is that spiritual disciplines have less to do with what we bring before god and
more about who christ is for us not only as the author but also as the perfector of
our faith

Embracing an Adult Faith Participant's Workbook

2010-07

an exciting five session adult formation resource for those seeking a richer understanding
of issues in contemporary christian practice and theology who was jesus who is god
what is salvation how do we practice our faith how do we live in community container

51% Christian

2015-11-01

god is not an idea christian faith is not a set of propositions you either believe or reject
according to a proper trinitarian understanding god is essentially relationship a
relationship of sheer active ecstatic self giving love if we truly are encountered by this
magnificent love of the trinity then faith becomes a living and active daily practice just
like a healthy marriage or a close and loyal friendship it becomes something you choose
every day � this �51 christian� moniker is a ridiculous label with a deadly serious point
you now have permission to doubt to question to get angry at god but in the end it�s
not about you faith is about relationship a living daily relationship based on trust and
active in concrete daily practices � with this sort of freedom in grace stenberg takes a
fresh new look at theology thirteen topics that one by one examine the best of what the
bible and the history of christian practitioners have to say looking through this grace
based radically relational lens the author offers a lively and engaging discussion of
topics such as creation violence love death heaven and hell you might not always agree
but you will not be bored

Post-Traumatic Church Syndrome

2015-08-18



simultaneously published in st louis missouri by chalice press 2015

Martin Luther's Theology

2008-11-03

forty years of in depth research on martin luther s theology has left oswald bayer
uniquely qualified to present this comprehensive study he does so with clarity and care
simply enough for nontheologians to access this remarkable book offers the basics of
luther s understanding of theology discussing his response to the philosophy of science
tradition the formula by which he studied theology and the basic philosophy that
informed him bayer then takes luther s stance on christian dogmatics and ethics and
applies it to our own theological understanding in the modern age with such a complete
lutheran dogmatic concept the first of its kind offered the stunning inner consistency of
luther s theology and its ease of application to contemporary studies become
unmistakably clear martin luther s theology is a valuable tool for students and
teachers of theology and for those looking for a guide into the mind and heart of luther
a theologian for today

This Here Flesh

2022-02-22

new york times bestseller in her stunning debut the creator of black liturgies weaves
stories from three generations of her family alongside contemplative reflections to
discover the necessary rituals that connect us with our belonging dignity and liberation
this is the kind of book that makes you different when you re done ashley c ford new york
times bestselling author of somebody s daughter reaches deep beneath the surface of
words unspoken wounds unhealed and secrets untempered to break them open in order for
fresh light to break through morgan jerkins new york times bestselling author of this will
be my undoing and caul baby one of the best books of the year the root library journal
from the womb we must repeat with regularity that to love ourselves is to survive i
believe that is what my father wanted for me and knew i would so desperately need a
tool for survival the truth of my dignity named like a mercy new each morning so writes
cole arthur riley in her unforgettable book of stories and reflections on discovering the
sacred in her skin in these deeply transporting pages arthur riley reflects on the stories
of her grandmother and father and how they revealed to her an embodied dignity affirming
spirituality not only in what they believed but in the act of living itself writing
memorably of her own childhood and coming to self arthur riley boldly explores some of
the most urgent questions of life and faith how can spirituality not silence the body but
instead allow it to come alive how do we honor lament and heal from the stories we
inherit how can we find peace in a world overtaken with dislocation noise and unrest in
this indelible work of contemplative storytelling arthur riley invites us to descend into
our own stories examine our capacity to rest wonder joy rage and repair and find that
our humanity is not an enemy to faith but evidence of it at once a compelling spiritual
meditation a powerful intergenerational account and a tender coming of age narrative
this here flesh speaks potently to anyone who suspects that our stories might have
something to say to us



Consecrated Spirits

2013-01-25

many silent and forgotten voices are brought to life in this volume which presents the
accumulated wisdom of women mystics theologians spiritual directors poets visionaries
mothers and activists over eleven centuries featured writers include julian of norwich
hildegard of bingen catherine of siena teresa of avila therese of lisieux bernadette of
lourdes bridget of sweden wendy beckett joan chittister and many more some translated
into english for the first time their concerns are broad ranging and they reflect on prayer
family life a woman s lot suffering comfort and consolation women s ministry and its
restrictions and more all these varied voices are linked by a common thread in every age
women have sought authentic spiritual self expression this anthology is an inspiration
for all women today who are seeking opportunity to define and realise their charisma

Blind Faith

2012-07-03

what do you say to someone whose mother is dying nathan and his adorable little sister
just moved in across the street from liz scattergood and both of them could use a friend
liz just isn t sure she s the right person liz has been coping with tough questions all
summer ever since liz s grandmother bunny died liz s mother hasn t been the same she s even
started attending a spiritualist church that claims it can contact bunny on the other
side liz isn t sure she believes it but she does know the service gives her mother comfort
something no one else can seem to do at all as liz and nathan become closer and the
summer draws nearer to its bitter end questions of faith mortality and spirituality come
to the forefront of their intimate friendship there are no easy answers but together they
may nonetheless find hope comfort and love

We Make the Road by Walking

2014-06-10

from critically acclaimed author brian mclaren comes a brilliant retelling of the biblical
story and a thrilling reintroduction to christian faith this book offers everything you
need to explore what a difference an honest living growing faith can make in our world
today it also puts tools in your hands to create a life changing learning community in
any home restaurant or other welcoming space the fifty two plus a few weekly readings
can each be read aloud in 10 to 12 minutes and offer a simple curriculum of insightful
reflections and transformative practices organized around the traditional church year
these readings give an overview of the whole bible and guide an individual or a group of
friends through a year of rich study interactive learning and personal growth perfect for
home churches congregations classes or individual study each reading invites you to
cultivate an honest intelligent understanding of the bible and of christian faith in 21st
century engage with discussion questions designed to challenge stimulate and encourage
reimagine what it means to live joyfully and responsibly in today s world as agents of



god s justice creativity and peace if you re seeking a fresh way to experience and practice
your faith if you re a long term christian seeking new vitality or if you feel out of place
in traditional church circles this book will inspire and activate you in your spiritual
journey

Open Hands, Willing Heart

2019-07-09

discover how yielding ourselves wholly to god especially in the midst of challenging
circumstances lends new purpose to our lives vivian mabuni is a kind and trustworthy
guide through one of adulthood s secrets life doesn t go like you thought it would jen
hatmaker new york times best selling author of for the love and of mess and moxie as
women after god s heart we honestly desire to please god we want to be used by him and
to experience the peace and fulfillment he wants for us yet it s all too easy to fall into
living mechanically with a rule based approach to the christian life or to focus on
getting what we want when we want it even when we want to be willing saying yes to
whatever god asks often feels scary and the distractions of this world get in the way
vivian mabuni knows this all too well but she s discovered that open handed living
starts with an intentional posture of the heart through surrender to his will we draw
closer to god in a way that makes our day to day lives more purposeful powerful and
pleasing to him with vivian s warm encouragement in open hands willing heart you ll learn
how to step out in courageous trust as you invite god to give and take and move and
work in your life as he sees fit along the way you ll discover true joy and serenity that
will carry you through every circumstance

The Better Mom

2018-04-24

mothering is messy our joy and hope in raising children doesn t change the reality that
being a mom can be frustrating stressful and tiring but just as god is using us to shape
our children god is using our children and motherhood to shape us in the better mom
author ruth schwenk herself a mother of four children encourages us with the good news
that there is more to being a mom than the extremes of striving for perfection or simply
embracing the mess we don t need to settle for surviving our kids childhood we can grow
through it with refreshing and heartfelt honesty ruth emboldens moms to find freedom and
walk confidently in purpose create a god honoring home environment overcome unhealthy
and destructive emotions such as anger anxiety and more avoid glorifying the mess of mom
ing or idolizing perfection cultivate life giving friendships at the heart of the better mom is
the message that jesus calls us to live not a weary life but a worthy life we don t have
to settle for either being apathetic or struggling to be perfect both visions of
motherhood go too far ruth offers a better option she says it s okay to come as we are
but what we re called to do and be is far too important to stay there the way to
becoming a better mom starts not with what we are doing but with who god is inviting us
to become



Reconciling People

2013-01-03

to mark the 50th anniversary in 2012 of the rebuilding of coventry cathedral after its
destruction by incendiary bombs in november 1940 this lavishly illustrated volume
celebrates a unique church with a unique mission the decision to rebuild the cathedral
was taken the morning after the bombing not as an act of defiance but one of faith trust
and hope for the future of the world reconciling people tells the story of every aspect
the cathedral s life its architecture in war and in peace its theology worship and
spirituality music and the arts its mission and ministry its place in the life of the city the
cathedral as a place of reconciliation its people over the decades and its life today co
published with the friends of coventry cathedral this celebratory volume is a record of
a how a 900 year old cathedral rose from the ashes of violent destruction to become a
symbol of reconciliation and to develop a unique mission among britain s churches

The Preacher's Wife

2020-09-15

although most evangelical traditions bar women from ordained ministry many women have
carved out unofficial positions of power in their husbands spiritual empires or their own
ministries the biggest stars write bestselling books grab high ratings on christian
television and even preach bowler offers a sympathetic and revealing portrait of
megachurch women celebrities showing how they must balance the demands of celebrity
culture and conservative male dominated faiths and black celebrity preachers wives
carry a special burden of respectability a compelling account of women s search for
spiritual authority in the age of celebrity adapted from jacket

In the Beauty of the Lilies

2009-07-22

in the beauty of the lilies begins in 1910 and traces god s relation to four generations of
american seekers beginning with clarence wilmot a clergyman in paterson new jersey he
loses his faith but finds solace at the movies respite from the bleak facts of life his life
gutted by god s withdrawal his son teddy becomes a mailman who retreats from american
exceptionalism religious and otherwise into a life of studied ordinariness teddy has a
daughter esther who becomes a movie star an object of worship an all american goddess
her neglected son clark is possessed of a native christian fervor that brings the story
full circle in the late 1980s he joins a colorado sect called the temple a handful of god
s elect hastening the day of reckoning in following the wilmots collective search for
transcendence john updike pulls one wandering thread from the tapestry of the american
century and writes perhaps the greatest of his later novels



Spiritual Friendship

2015-04-14

christianity today book award winner friendship is a relationship like no other unlike the
relationships we are born into we choose our friends it is also tenuous we can end a
friendship at any time but should friendship be so free and unconstrained although our
culture tends to pay more attention to romantic love marriage family and other forms
of community friendship is a genuine love in its own right this eloquent book reminds us
that scripture and tradition have a high view of friendship single christians particularly
those who are gay and celibate may find it is a form of love to which they are especially
called writing with deep empathy and with fidelity to historic christian teaching wesley
hill retrieves a rich understanding of friendship as a spiritual vocation and explains how
the church can foster friendship as a basic component of christian discipleship he helps us
reimagine friendship as a robust form of love that is worthy of honor and attention in
communities of faith this book sets forth a positive calling for celibate gay christians
and suggests practical ways for all christians to cultivate stronger friendships

Inspired

2018-06-12

if the bible isn t a science book or an instruction manual what is it what do people mean
when they say the bible is inspired when new york times bestselling author rachel held
evans found herself asking these questions she embarked on a journey to better
understand what the bible is and how it s meant to be read what she discovered changed
her and it can change you too evans knows firsthand how a relationship with the bible
can be as real and as complicated as a relationship with a family member or close friend in
inspired evans explores contradictions and questions from her own experiences with the
bible including if the bible was supposed to explain the mysteries of life why does it leave
the reader with so many questions what does it mean to be chosen by god to what degree
did the holy spirit guide the preservation of these narratives and is there something
sacred to be uncovered beneath all these human fingerprints if the bible has given voice to
the oppressed why is it also used as justification by their oppressors drawing on the best
in biblical scholarship and using her well honed literary expertise evans examines some of
our favorite bible stories and possible interpretations retelling them through memoir
original poetry short stories and even a short screenplay undaunted by the bible s most
difficult passages and unafraid to ask the hard questions evans wrestles through the
process of doubting imagining and debating the mysteries surrounding scripture discover
alongside evans that the bible is not a static text but a living breathing captivating and
confounding book that can equip us and inspire us to join god s loving and redemptive
work in the world

Everything Happens for a Reason

2018-02-06



new york times bestseller a meditation on sense making when there s no sense to be made on
letting go when we can t hold on and on being unafraid even when we re terrified lucy
kalanithi belongs on the shelf alongside other terrific books about this difficult subject
like paul kalanithi s when breath becomes air and atul gawande s being mortal bill gates
named one of the best books of the year by real simple kate bowler is a professor at duke
divinity school with a modest christian upbringing but she specializes in the study of the
prosperity gospel a creed that sees fortune as a blessing from god and misfortune as a
mark of god s disapproval at thirty five everything in her life seems to point toward
blessing she is thriving in her job married to her high school sweetheart and loves life with
her newborn son then she is diagnosed with stage iv colon cancer the prospect of her own
mortality forces kate to realize that she has been tacitly subscribing to the prosperity
gospel living with the conviction that she can control the shape of her life with a surge
of determination even as this type of christianity celebrates the american can do spirit it
implies that if you can t do and succumb to illness or misfortune you are a failure kate is
very sick and no amount of positive thinking will shrink her tumors what does it mean to
die she wonders in a society that insists everything happens for a reason kate is stripped
of this certainty only to discover that without it life is hard but beautiful in a way it
never has been before frank and funny dark and wise kate bowler pulls the reader deeply
into her life in an account she populates affectionately with a colorful often hilarious
retinue of friends mega church preachers relatives and doctors everything happens for a
reason tells her story offering up her irreverent hard won observations on dying and the
ways it has taught her to live praise for everything happens for a reason i fell hard and
fast for kate bowler her writing is naked elegant and gripping she s like a christian joan
didion i left kate s story feeling more present more grateful and a hell of a lot less alone
and what else is art for glennon doyle 1 new york times bestselling author of love
warrior and president of together rising

The Desert Movement

2011

an exciting new history for anyone interested in the early church drawing on recent
research and newly translated texts it sheds significant new light on the influence of
desert spirituality introducing us to the lives of previously unknown monastic figures

Church of the Wild

2021-10-05

once upon a time humans lived in intimate relationship with nature whether disillusioned by
the dominant church or unfulfilled by traditional expressions of faith many of us long
for a deeper spirtuality victoria loorz certainly did coping with an unraveling vocation
identity and planet loorz turned to the wanderings of spiritual leaders and the
sanctuary of the natural world eventually cofounding the wild church network and
seminary of the wild with an ecospiritual lens on biblical narratives and a fresh look at
a community larger than our own species church of the wild uncovers the wild roots of
faith and helps us deepen our commitment to a suffering earth by falling in love with it
and calling it church through mystical encounters with wild deer whispers from a



scrubby oak tree wordless conversation with a cougar and more loorz helps us connect
to a love that literally holds the world together a love that calls us into communion
with all creatures

Hope in Times of Fear

2021-03-09

the resurrection accounts of jesus in the gospels are the most dramatic and impactful
stories ever told one similarity unites each testimony that none of his most loyal and
steadfast followers could see it was him back from the dead the reason for this is at the
very foundation of the christian faith she turned around and saw jesus standing there
but she did not realize that it was jesus john 20 14 hope in the time of fear is a book that
unlocks the meaning of jesus s resurrection for readers easter is considered the most
solemn and important holiday for christians it is a time of spiritual rebirth and a time of
celebrating the physical rebirth of jesus after three days in the tomb for his devoted
followers nothing could prepare them for the moment they met the resurrected jesus each
failed to recognize him all of them physically saw him and yet did not spiritually truly
see him it was only when jesus reached out and invited them to see who he truly was that
their eyes were open here the central message of the christian faith is revealed in a way
only timothy keller could do it filled with unshakable belief piercing insight and a
profound new way to look at a story you think you know after reading this book the
true meaning of easter will no longer be unseen

Shrines of the Saints

2016-02-04

shrine enthusiast michael tavinor explores the history and the present day significance of
the shrines to the saints that can be found in many cathedrals and abbeys he includes
information on current working shrines and a reflection on the power of shrines now from
cathedrals to the roadside shrines prevalent today

Dating Jesus

2009

growing up fundamentalist and female and maturing into a feminist by the age of twelve
susan campbell had been flirting with jesus for some time and in her mind jesus had been
flirting back why wouldn t he she went to his house three times a week sat in his living
room listened to his stories loudly and lustily sang songs to him so one sunday morning
she walked to the front of her fundamentalist christian church to profess her love for
jesus and to be baptized but from the moment her robe floated to the surface of the
baptistery water she began to question her fundamentalist christian faith if baptism
requires complete immersion underwater what does it mean she wondered if a piece of fabric
attached to a would be christian floats to the top does the baptism still count in this
lovingly told tale susan campbell takes us into the world of fundamentalism a world



where the details really really matter and she shows us what happened when she finally
came to admit that in her faith women would never be allowed a seat at the throne

Outlaw Christian

2016-04-19

winner of the 2017 illumination award jacqueline bussie knows that too many christians
live according to unspoken laws that govern the christian life 1 never get angry at god
2 never doubt 3 never question 4 never tell your real story 5 always speak in clich�s
about evil and suffering and 6 always believe hope comes easy for those who truly love
god living according to these rules is killing real christian life outlaw christian
proposes a rebellious life giving authentic alternative through captivating stories and
with disarming honesty bussie gives concrete practical strategies to help readers
cultivate hope seek joy practice accompaniment compost their pain and rediscover the
spiritual practice of lament tackling difficult questions without political divisiveness
bussie speaks to both progressive and conservative christians in ways that unite rather
than divide and in doing so she provides a new way to handle the most difficult and
troubling questions of life in a broken world that god will never abandon

Ordained Women Deacons

2013-09-19

a new enlarged edition of the groundbreaking no women in holy orders gathering historical
evidence to show that women were ordained as deacons in the first ten centuries of the
church and identifiying over 120 known female deacons

Cries for a Lost Homeland

2021-08-31

guli francis dehqani was born in isfahan iran to a family who were part of the tiny
anglican church established by 19th century missionaries her father a muslim convert
became the first indigenous persian bishop as the islamic revolution of 1979 swept
across the country church properties were raided confiscated or closed down guli s
father was briefly imprisoned before surviving an attack on his life which injured his wife
soon after whilst he was out of the country for meetings guli s 24 year old brother
bahram a university teacher in tehran was murdered no one was ever brought to justice
and the family were advised to leave iran guli was 14 they eventually settled in england
with refugee status drawing on the riches of persian culture and her own dramatic
experience of loss of a homeland guli offers memorable and perceptive reflections on jesus
seven final sayings from the cross opening up for western readers fresh and arresting
insights from a middle eastern perspective



Stephen from the Inside Out

2021-04-02

the book draws on the author s teaching of ethics at undergraduate and postgraduate
level for the cambridge theological federation since 2000 its purpose is to introduce the
reader to questions in christian ethics through a careful examination of the fundamental
meta ethical questions posed by the state we re in whether understood as a new phase of
modernity or as postmodernity brown draws on sources and authors from a variety of
christian traditions and from britain the u s a and europe the book will be of use not only
to university departments and denominational and ecumenical teaching institutions but
also as a more general exposition of the current state of ethical thinking in the christian
churches

Tensions in Christian Ethics

2011-01-01

the christian mystics open our eyes to a world beyond this one to the world of the spirit
and of god of whom they had a direct knowledge and experience obtained chiefly through
prayer meditation and contemplation the purpose of this book is to introduce the general
reader to the fifteenth century english mystic margery kempe of lynn in norfolk as seen
against her religious social and historical background with chapters on her spiritual and
devotional life her home town of lynn her encounters with the clergy her vow of
chastity her pilgrimages her trials for heresy and her conformity to the customs faith
and doctrines of the church of her day

Margery Kempe of Lynn and Medieval England

2004-04
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